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As is well known, virtually all biblical prohibitions are
suspended in order to provide for the treatment of a patient
afflicted with a life-threatening illness. Nevertheless, in accordance
with the ruling of Ramo, Orah Hayyim 3Z8:12, any infraction
must be mitigated 10 the extent that it is possible to do so, provided
that the health of the patient is not compromised thereby. Thus,
for example, a Jew should not perform a forbidden act on Shabbat
if a non-Jew can be directed to do 50. Similarly, if the Jew must
perform the act himself, it should be performed in an unusual
manner, e.g., with the left hand rather than with the right. Since
acts performed in an unusual manner are forbidden only by virtue
of rabbinic decree, the severity of the infraction is thereby reduced.
Certainly, when the patient's needs can be satisfied in a manner
which involves no infraction of Jewish law, otherwise forbidden
acts should not be performed either by the patient himself or by
others on his behalf.

Eating and drinking on Yom Kippur are certainly permissible
when to abstain from food and drink would endanger the life of a
patient. Yet, in order to minimize the infraction, the patient is
required, when possible, not to eat and drink in the ususal manner,
but to eat and drink minimal quantities of food and liquid over an
extended period of time. In recent years, intravenous feeding and
the use of nasogastric tubes have become commonplace in the
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treatment of patients who are unable to take nourishment by
mouth. For at least limited periods of time the nutritional needs of
any individual may be satisfied in such manner without ill effect.
This has led many individuals to question whether, in light of the
present availability of such forms of nutrition, patients may still be
permitted to eat in a normal manner on Yom Kippur. Halachic
authorities who have discussed the question of substitution of
intravenous feeding on Yom Kippur for normal feeding are
unanimous in their conclusion that no patient is required to avail
himself of such forms of nourishment. One authority asserts that,
not only is the patient not required to seek such forms of artificial
feeding, but that initiation of intravenous feeding in order to
obviate the need for eating on Yom Kipp,ur, when not otherwise
medically indicated, is forbidden by halacha. These authorities,
however, reach a common conclusion on the basis of varied
considerations.

There is no question that, insofar as forbidden foods are
concerned, ingestion of such substances intravenously or through a
nasogastric tube does not involve a biblical transgression. The
various categories of forbidden foods are proscribed on the basis of
scriptural prohibitions couched in the phrase "thou shall not eat."
The definition of "eating" is the subject of a controversy between
Rav Yohanan and Resh Lakish recorded by the Gemara, Hul/irl
I03b. Resh Lakish maintains that such commandments prohibit
any "enjoyment" of forbidden foods "by the intestines" while Rav
Yohanan regards the prohibition as forbidding "enjoyment by the
palate." Since Ramham, Hilchot Ma'achaJot Asurot 14:3, rules in
accordance with the opinion of Rav Yohanan, it would appear that
there is no basis for assuming a biblical prohibition with regard to
any foodstuff which is not swallowed by mouth. However, R.
Abraham Samuel Benjamin Safer, Teshuvot Ketav Sofer, Orah
Hayyim, no. 117, s,v. ve~ahar, asserts that Rav Yohanan concedes
that any act involving "enjoyment by the intestines" constitutes a
form of eating; Rav Yohanan simply adds that "enjoyment by the
palate," absent digestion by the intestines, also constitutes a form
of "eating" and it is that point which is disputed by Resh Lakish.
Thus, according to Ketav Sofer's analysis, ingestion of forbidden
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substances in a manner such that the food is digested in the
intestines, e.g., nasogastric feeding, is forbidden by both Rav
Yohanan and Resh Lakish. Nevertheless, even according to this
analysis. ingestion of forbidden foods in such a manner must be
regarded as forbidden only by rabbinic edict rather than by virtue
of biblical law. The Gemara. Pesachim usb, states that one who
wraps matzah in some other substance and swallows the matzah in
that manner does not thereby fulfill the mitzva of eating matzah.
Swallowing matzah in this manner constitutes consumption of food
she-lo ke-derech achilah, i.e., "not in the manner of eating." In
order to discharge one's obligation with regard to eating matzah or
the like, the food must be consumed in a normal or usual manner.
Thus, although ingestion of food in any manner may constitute
"eating" so long as the intestines derive "enjoyment" therefrom,
the "eating" may yet be she-lo ke-derech achilah. Similarly,
consumption of forbidden food in an unusual manner, although
rabbinically proscribed, does not constitute a violation of a biblical
commandment. 1

Accordingly, when required by an ill person, ingestion of
forbidden foods in such a manner, since it is only rabbinically
enjoined, is ostensibly to be preferred to swallowing the same food
in a normal manner. Indeed. as recorded by Shach, Yoreh De'ah
155 :4, consumption of forbidden foods in an unusual manner is
permitted to any ill person even though he does not suffer from a
life-threatening illness.

These conclusions may, however, not appear relevant with
regard to the prohibition against eating and drinking on Yom
Kippur. That prohibition is not couched in a phrase admonishing
"thou shalt not eat" but rather in the words "and you shall afflict
your souls" (Leviticus 16:31). Indeed, the quantity of food which
must be consumed on Yom Kippur in the order to incur the
biblically-prescribed punishment, viz., food equal in quantity to a
dried date, is greater than the olive-size measure which is the

1. Cf., howevu, Mishneh Ie-Mtltch, Hilchot MlI'4ChAlot Asurot 14:2; Marth ha<
Plmim, Palestinian Talmud, Shtvu'ot 3:3; and Trshuvot Mllhll1sham, I, no. 124.
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quantity of a forbidden food which must be consumed in order to
incur punishment because, even though consumption of an olive
constitutes "eating," "affliction" is not mitigated by consumption
of a quantity of food less than the equivalent of a dried date. It is
for this reason that Sha'agat Aryeh. no. 76,dedares that partaking
of food on Yom Kippur in an unusual manner is biblically
forbidden. 2 According to Sha'agat Aryeh it is negation of the
"affliction" experienced in fasting, rather than "eating" per se,
which constitutes the essence of the Yom Kippur
prohibition.Similarly, Minchat Chinuch, no. 313; R. Moses Sofer,
Teshuvot Chatam Sofer, Gran Hayyim, no. 127, S.Y. ~u; and
TeshutJot Ketav Sofer, Oran Hayyim, no. 117, s.v. ve-ahar,
maintain that partaking of food on Yom Kippur can entail no
biblical violation in the absence of "enjoyment by the intestines"
(hana'at mei'av), i.e., unless hunger is at least somewhat appeased
by means of digestion.' The rationale underlying the opinion of
these authorities is that the essence of the Yom Kippur prohibition
is the mitigation of "affliction" rather than the act of eating.
Arguably, it would then follow that, according to these authorities,
any form of nourishment which assuages hunger is forbidden on
Yom Kippur.

This conclusion was, in fact, espoused by an anonymous
interlocutor who consulted R. Chaim Ozer Crodzinski with regard
to whether it is permissible to introduce foodstuffs into the
intestines rectally without violating Yom Kippur restrictions. That
anonymous writer opined that such an act was biblically forbidden
upon pain of the same penalty as the swallowing of food by
mouth. R. Chaim Ozer, Teshuvot Ahi'eur, III, no. 61,
peremptorily dismisses this contention by citing the interpretation
of the verse "who fed you in the wilderness with manna ... that He
might afflict you" (Deuteronomy 8:16)· adduced by the Cemara,

2. Cf.. howevfr, Rambam, Hi/chot Yesodei ha-Torah 5:8; R. Jacob Ettlinger, Sinl/an
Zilm, no. 35; and Teshuvot Ketal} Sofer, Drach Hayyim, no. 111.

3. This view i•. however, explicitly rejeded by Teshuvot Mahrsham, I. no. 124; R.
Meir Simchah ha-Kohen of Dvin.k, Or Sllmellh, Hilkot Shevitllt Asor 2:4; and R.
Chaim Oz.er Grodz.inski. Teshullct Ahi'uer, III, no. 61.

4. Actually. apparently citing Yoma 74b from memory,. Ahi'ezer quotes the earlier
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Yoma 74b. On the basis of the association of "affliction" with
"eating" in the verse cited, the Gemara demonstrates that the
"affliction" commanded on Yom Kippur is abstention from food,
rather than some other form of self-denial. Accordingly, argues
Ahi'ezer, violation of the commandment mandating "affliction" on
Yom Kippur occurs only if hunger is assuaged by "eating"; hunger
that is assuaged other than by means of swallowing food in the
normal manner is yet regarded as "affliction.'" Ahi'ezer also cites
Minchat Chinuch, no. 313, who maintains that there can be no
violation of the Yom Kippur prohibition other than through both
"enjoyment by the intestines" and "enjoyment by the palate."
Minchat Chinuch maintains that this is also the position of Resh
Lakish with regard to Ihe prohibition against partaking of
forbidden foods. The dispute between Rav Yohanan and Resh
Lakish occurs in the context of a discussion of an individual who
swallows a quantity of forbidden food equivalent to half an olive,
regurgitates what he has swallowed, and swallows it again. Resh
Lakish asserts that the individual has derived nutritional benefit
(hana'at mei'av) from only a half olive quantity of forbidden food
and hence the individual incurs no penalty. Rav Yohanan disagrees
and asserts that, since the palate has twice derived pleasure from
forbidden food equal in measure to a half olive by swallowing the
same half olive twice, the result is that the palate has experienced
pleasure equivalent to that derived from food equal in measure to
an entire olive and hence punishment is incurred. Yet. even
according to Resh Lakish, no penalty is incurred unless the
forbidden food is. swallowed by mouth as is evidenced by the
provision that if the food is encased in other substances, thereby
depriving the palate of pleasure, no penalty is incurred. In a like
manner, argues Minchat Chinuch, with regard to Yom Kippur, all
maintain thai a violation of the prohibition occurs only in the

verse "and He afflicted you and caus~ you to hunger and f~ you manna"
(Deuteronomy 8,J) from which the point emerge'S with eVl!n greater clarity. [t is
nol at all clear why YOmll 74b citl!s Deuteronomy 11:10 rather than Deuteronomy
8:16.

5. CE.. Teshuvot Biny<ln Zion, no. J5.
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presence of both "enjoyment by the intestines" and "enjoyment by
the palate." Accordingly, concludes Ahi'ezer, even according to
Minchat Chitruch and Chatam Safer, there can be no infraction of
the prohibition against eating on Yom Kippur unless food enters
the stomach through the mouth. This position is also espoused by
TeshufJot Ketav Sofer, Orah Hayyim, no. 117; Teshuvot Kol
Aryeh, no. 74; and Teshuvot Mahazeh Avraham, no. 129. 6

The earliest discussions of artificial forms of feeding on Yom
Kippur appear to be two responsa of R. Shalom Mordechai
Schwadron, Teshuvot Maharsham, I, nos. 123 and 124. In the first
responsum Maharsham discusses the permissibility of introducing
food "by way of the intestines" (possibly gastrogavage or, more
likely, in light of the medical technology of the day;' and
Maharsham's subsequent use of the phrase "derech matah,"
introduction of food through the rectum) while in the second
responsum he describes a surgical procedure involving an incision
into the throat in order to permit the insertion of a feeding tube
directly into the esophagus. Maharsham had no difficulty in
issuing a permissive ruling with regard to the first query, but, as
noted by R. Mordechai Ya'akov Breisch, Teshuvot He/kat Ya'akov,
II, no. 58, he did so on the basis of an assumption which - at least
insofar as current modes of artificial feeding are concerned - is at
variance with medical knowledge. Citing Rashi, Hullin 71a,
Maharsham declares that food "which is introduced from 'below'
will never be digested" and hence " ... is not in the category of food
bUI [is] as if (itl lies in a box." He/kat Ya'akov observes that, quite
apart from the reason advanced by Maharsham, such a procedure
may certainly be utilized by a sick person since the process

6. See also R. Dov Berish Weidenfeld, Tnhuvo' Dovtv Mtisharim, III, 00. 88 and
additional sources <:lted in Likku,..i H.. 'Il,a' al 5h.. 'tlo' w- r..shllvat Hiltam 5ofer,
O,ah Hllyyim, no 127, sec. 9.

6a.Actually, although the procedu,e was certainly nol widely utilized during the
lifetime of Mllhllrsl'llm, the first succl'Ssful gastrostomy was performed in Paris in
11176. 5« A. Vemeuil, "Observation de gastrostomie praligul'e avec suc«s pour
un relIecl'SSemeol dcatridel infranchissable de I'oesophage," Bul~tin de
tAc..denie d.. Med..cill.. (Paris), XXv (1876), 1023-1036.
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involves no "enjoyment by the palate" and is also an unusual
manner of eating (she-ld ke-derekh achiltlh). In the second
responsum, Maharsham himself permits feeding through an
esophageal tube on the grounds that no enjoyment is experienced
by the palate and the method involves an unusual form of eating.
Nevertheless, Maharsham recommends that even though the
patient is fed through an esphogeal lube, he be fed in the manner
prescribed for sick persons on Yom Kippur, i.e., he be fed small
quantities of food over an extended period of time.1 Teshuvot Yad
Shalom, no. 51, dispenses with that requirement as being
unnecessary with regard to artificial feeding.

Although both Maharsham and Helkat Ya'akov advance two
different reasons permitting artificial feeding, there appears to be a
significant difference between those reasons in terms of their
application. If the prohibition against eating on Yom Kippur
applies only when there is "enjoyment by the palate" ingestion of
food other than through the mouth would appear to be entirely
permissible even for a healthy person. Indeed, Ahi'ezer, in his
discussion of rectal feeding, fails to mention that such procedures
are permissible only for a person who is ill. Maharsham, however,
certainly does not grant carte bltll1che for use of such methods,
perhaps because, although he disagrees, he may have understood
Chatam Sofer as forbidding any form of nourishment which
provides "enjoyment by the intestines" even though it provides no
"enjoyment by the palate."a He/kat Ya'akov, II, no. 58, also
prohibits such procedures for a healthy person.~ If. however, the

7. Helkot Ya'akov sactions the use of time-released appetite supprtssanls 
provided they do not contain non-kosher ingredients - for reasons which are
entirely unelCceptionable. Even on the assumption that the pill is a food product,
any mitigation of the "affliction" of hunger is forbidden, USl' of such medication
is entirely permissible since the pill is taken before the onset of Yom Kippur. As
such. the mailer is analogous to the hypothetical situation of a person partaking
of a sumptuous repast before the fast consisting of foods sufficiently satiating
so that no hunger is elCperienced throughout the l'TItire period of the fast.

S. Mah..rsh..m is inaccurately cited in this regard by He/kat Ya'"kov, II, no. S3.
9. However. He/kat Y,,·..kov' s positiol'l is ltss readily ul'lderstandable since he
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procedure is permitted only because it is an "unusual form of
eating" such methods would be permitted only to sick persons
since "unusual forms of eating" are otherwise forbidden at least by
virtue of rabbinic decree and, according to Sha'agat Aryeh, are
biblically forbidden on Yom Kippur.

Absent the statements of Maharsham and Helkat Ya'akov, it
would appear to this writer that use of forbidden foods in feeding
through a gastrostomy, jejunostomy or duodenostomy, in colonic
feeding, hyperalimentation, intravenous feeding or the like are
permissible even for a healthy person (if not for the impermissible
"wounding" necessarily entailed) and thai a clear distinction may
be drawn between "unusual forms of eating" and such modes of
artificial feeding. Forbidden foods which are rendered bitter to the
taste by admixture of pungent substances, food encased in a
wrapping and the like are proscribed to healthy persons by virtue
of rabbinic decree because they are "unusual forms of eating", but
modes of eating nonetheless. Artificial forms of feeding which
bypass the oral cavity entirely are not forms of "eating" at all and
there is no evidence that such forms of ingestion are included in
the rabbinic decree. 1o This appears to have been the position of
Maharsham's interlocutor, as reported in re§ponsum no. 123, who
sought to permit artificial feeding on Yom Kippur even according

maintains that there can be no prohibition even according to Htltam SOftr in the
absence of enjoyment by the palate. The opinion exp~sed in this responsum is
also somewhat inconsistent with his position in He/kilt Yll-akov, n, no. 83.

10. In support of his argument that Resh Lakish rKognizes not only "enjoyment by
the intestines" but also "enjoyment by the palate" as a sille qUIl 11011 of the biblical
prohibition, Millhllt Hillllukh argues that Resh Lakish certainly d06 not quarrel
with the principle that ingesting a forbidden food encased in • wrapper is not
biblically forbidden. That argument, as formulated by Millhllt Hi,mllkh, may be
rebutted if it is recognized that Resh Lakish may view "enjoyment by the
intestines" as constituting the essence of the proKTibe<! act, but only if the pleasure
comes as a result of an act of "eating:' regardless of whether or not the palate
derives pleuure therefrom. Biblically, ingestion of food encased in a wrapper is not
a form of "eating" since it is "unusual" in nature and·hence, for that reason, is not
included in the biblical prohibition. Introduction of forbidden food. directly into the
intestines ot stomach would thus be entirely permissible according to Resh Lakish
because no act of "eating" whatsoever is involved.
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to the opinion of Sha'agat Aryeh who regards "unusual forms of
eating" as biblically forbidden on Yom Kippur and pf R. Eliezer
Waldenberg, Tzirz £liezer, X, no, 25, chapter 21. However,
ingestion of forbidden foods through a nasogastric tube may
perhaps be deemed comparable to encasing the foodstuff in a
wrapper and hence rabbinically forbidden to a healthy person. On
the other hand, consumption of food encased in a wrapper may be
"unusual" but a form of "eating" nonetheless because an act of
swallowing is involved. If so, ingestion of food through a
nasogastric tube, since it is not at all a form of "eating," would be
entirely permissible.

There is, however, another consideration which augurs against
artificial feeding of nutrients containing non-kosher ingredients
unless required for medical reasons. Apart from any possible
attendant halachic prohibitions, the Sages advise that consumption
of non-kosher foodstuffs leads to tim tum ha-lev, i.e., 1055 of
spiritual sensitivity and development of base character traits. That
effect of the consumption of non-kosher products is not at all
related to any prohibition which may be associated with partaking
of non-kosher foods. Ramo, Yoreh De'ah 81:7, advises against
employment of a non-Jewish wet-nurse because the gentile woman
eats non-kosher foods and hence her milk, which is the product of
the food imbibed, will produce the same effect upon the child.
Ramo indicates that, on the basis of the same consideration, a
Jewish mother who must eat non-kosher food for medical reasons
should endeavor to find another woman to nurse her child. It
might well be assumed that this consideration is limited to the
eating of foodstuffs which are intrinsically non-kosher. However,
Darkei Teshuvah 81:91, understands the comments of Shulchan
Aruch ha-Rav, Orah Hayyim 343:10, as stating that the selfsame
consideration pertains to the eating of foods which are forbidden
only at certain times, e.g., chametz on Passover. It would then
follow that artificial ingestion of any food on Yom Kippur is
spiritually and morally deleterious as well. However, Helkat
Ya'akov, II, no. 40, notes that the connection between forbidden
foods and the development of negative character traits is mystical
rather than scientific in nature and hence it may be the case that
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the ill effects are engendered only when forbidden foods are
ingested orally.

It is, however, incontrovertible that no punishment is incurred
upon utilization of intravenous feeding on Yom Kippur and
indeed, as noted earlier, there is strong reason to assume that use
of such a procedure is entirely permissible. Hence the question
arises with regard to whether a patient who is not permitted to fast
on Yom Kippur ought to avail himself of intravenous feeding. The
rabbinic authorities who discuss this question offer a number of
reasons in explaining why a patient is not required to do so:

1. R. Dov Berish Weidenfeld, Teshuuot Douev Meisharim,
III. no. 88, confesses that he is greatly perplexed with regard to
this matter but advises that intravenous feeding should not be
utilized because it may cause pain and distress to the patient and
may prove to be hazardous to his health. This view is endorsed by
R. Eliezer Waldenberg, Tzitz Efiezer, X, no. 25. chapter 21. Much
earlier, Maharsham, I, no. 123, made a similar comment with
regard to the form of artificial feeding which he described.
Maharsham, however, based his reservation upon the assumption
that food fed to the patient artificially is not properly digested and
hence, since it does not provide proper nourishment, results in
endangerment of the patient's life.

2. R. Shlomo Zalman Auerbach, in an article which
appeared in the Siuan-Tammuz 5731 issue of Moriah and which
was reprinted in Torah she-he'al Peh, volume XIV (5732), advances
an intriguing thesis in the course of a lengthy discussion of
limitations upon the obligation to diminish the severity of
infractions when strictures of Jewish law are suspended in face of
danger to life. It is Rabbi Auerbach's contention that although
when two alternative courses of action are available the one
involving the less severe infraction must be pursued, nevertheless,
in rendering life-sustaining aid to another, one is not required to
expend funds in order to devise a method involving a less severe
infraction. Thus, for example, when it is necessary to transport a
patient to a hospital on Shabbat, a Jew who has his own
automobile readily available need not hire a non·Jewish taxi in
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order to avoid the need to drive to drive his own car." Nor in
preserving his own life, argues Rabbi Auerbach, is an individual
obliged to incur the expense entailed in a procedure which he
would not seek to employ on a weekday. Rabbi Auerbach avers
that it is for this reason that a patient requiring food on Yom
Kippur need not avail himself of intravenous feeding, i.e., he need
not incur the additional expense involved in order to avoid the
prohibition against eating on Yom Kippur, since intravenous
feeding is a procedure of which he would not avail himself on a
weekday.

3. R. Moshe Sternbuch, Mo'adim u-Zemanim, L no. 60,
asserts that there is no obligation for a patient to obtain
nourishment in an unnatural manner on Yom Kippur. Mo'adim u
Zemanim distinguishes..;between Ramo's ruling that forbidden acts
must, when possible, ~ performed by a non-Jew or in an unusual
manner and the question under discussion with the comments that
there is never an obligation to modify the net result of the action.
Mo'adim u-Zemanim asserts that the obligation to mitigate the
severity of an infraction is limited to modification of the mode in
which the act is performed. In the Shabbat situation, the net result
is the same regardless of whether the act is performed by a Jew or
Gentile, or whether performed by the right hand or the left.
However, requiring a patient, for example, to eat bitter food
instead of his regular fare would constitute a modification of the
treatment of the patient since it involves an unnatural or unusual
form of nutrition. The same is a fortiori true with regard to
substitution of intravenous feeding for conventional nourishment.

Mo'adim u-Zemanim's view is contradicted by Binyan Zion,
no. 35. Bitlyan Ziotl requires a patient to eat she-Io ke derech
achilah on Yom Kippur when possible. Binyan Zion demonstrates
thai eating uncooked fowl, since the meat is soft, is a "normal"
form of eating, whereas eating the raw meat of larger animals is

11. This view is challenged by R. Pinchas Epstein, the late Rosh Bet Din of the E.dllh
hll-Hllredit of Jerusalem. See this writer's Contemporllrll Hllklkhic Problems, I,
13!.
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"unnatural." Accordingly, Binyan Zion advises that, when
medically advisable, a patient requiring meat on Yom Kippur
should eat raw beef.

4. R. Moses Feinstein, fggerot Moshe, Orah Hayyim, III, no.
90, rules thai use of intravenous feeding in order to avoid the need
for breaking the fast is not only unnecessary but is "perhaps"
forbidden as well. The obligation with regard to the treatment of
illness derived from the biblical verse "and he shall surely heal"
(Exodus 21:20), argues Iggerot Moshe, requires use of medication
only when designed to effect a cure, but not when designed for an
extraneous purpose such as enabling a patient to fast. This
argument appears, to this writ~r, to be a non sequitur. It is quite
true that the- verse "and he shall surely heal" does not mandate
administration of medication other than for the purpose of
effecting a cure. Yet it is entirely possible that the use of
medicaments is independently mandated on other grounds when
the alternative to their use involves a violation of biblical law. Use
of medication under such circumstances would be mandated, not in
order to enable the patient to fulfill the positive obligation of
fasting, but on the principle that biblical prohibitions are not
suspended for the purpose of saving a life when the endangered
life can be saved in some other manner.

19gerot Moshe further argues that a patient need take no
measures prior to the onset of Yom Kippur in order to be able to
fast on that day. As proof of this point Rabbi Feinstein points to
the fact that eating on the day preceding Yom Kippur is a positive
mitzvah. Absent such mitzvah, he argues, there would be no
obligation to assure one's ability to fast on Yom Kippur without
endangering one's life by eating prior to the fast. Hence, he
concludes, a patient need not have an intravenous line inserted
prior to Yom Kippur in order to be enabled to fast. This line of
reasoning is subject to question in light of the talmudic dictum,
Berachot 8b, "Whoever eats and drinks on the ninth [of Tishrei],
Scripture account it to him as if he had fasted on [both] the ninth
and tenth." Establishment of a mitzvah for eating on the day
preceeding Yom Kippur serves to assure enhanced reward. and also
renders every act of food consumption a mitzvah, even if a person
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would have been required to eat on that day for other reasons.
One may also question why Rabbi Feinstein ignores the fact

that it is entirely possible to introduce an intravenous line on Yom
Kippur itself. Although the insertion of an intravenous line may
involve an act which is forbidden on Yom Kippur, that act is
presumably less severe an infraction than repeated acts of eating.
This omission is noted by Rabbi Feinstein in 19gerot Moshe, Orah
Hayyim, IV, no. 101, sec. 3. Rabbi Feinstein notes that this
argument was intended to apply in a situation in which the patient
may eat less than a shi'ur at anyone time, i.e., less than the
minimal amount for which punishment is incurred. Repeated acts
of eating small quantities of food even cumulatively are less serious
an infraction of Yom Kippur prohibitions than the single act of
wounding involved in a venipuncture. Rabbi Feinstein, however,
seems to disregard the fact that the intravenous line may be
inserted by a non-Jewish physician, thereby completely removing
the act from the category of a biblical prohibition.

Iggerot Moshe, further argues that intravenous feeding, when
not medically indicated, may actually be prohibited. Tosafot, Baba
Kamma 85a, remarks that were it not for an explicit biblical verse
permitting all forms of healing, it would be forbidden to treat
physiological maladies of spontaneous origin. Since such illness is
brought upon man by providence, absent divine license to do so,
human intervention in the form of medical therapy "would appear
to thwart the decree of the King." Accordingly, it may be the case,
argues /ggerot Moshe, that the Torah permits the use of medicine
even though such use does indeed "thwart the decree of the King"
solely for the purpose of effecting a cure and not in order to
achieve other ends. Therefore, if it is the "decree of the King" that
a person not be able to fast by reason of illness, man has no
dispensation to utilize unnatural means in order to thwart that
decree.

Rabbi Feinstein further contends that insertion of an
intravenous line, if not mandated either by medical or halachic
reasons, may be forbidden as an illicit form of "wounding." That
argument, however, seems open to question. Granting that
insertion of an intravenous line under such circumstances does

"
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constitute a forbidden form of wounding, that infraction is less
severe in nature than violation of the prohibition against eating on
Yom Kippur and hence should be preferred over the latter.
Moreover, this argument is inconsistent with Rabbi Feinstein's own
position as recorded in an article which appears in Halacha 14

Refu'ah. I Uerusalem, 5740), J2J~327. Following the opinion of
Rambam,Hilchot Hovel u~Mazik 5:1, Rabbi Feinstein there
maintains that only wanton infliction of damage upon the body
constitutes a forbidden form of "wounding."

Rabbi Feinstein also contends, as do Dovev Meiskarim and
Tzitz Eli'ezer, that intravenous feeding may in some manner be
injurious to the health of the patient. In 19gerot Mashe, Orah
Hayyim, IV, no. 101, sec. J, he asserts that assurances of
physicians that there are no ill effects are not to be relied upon. He
further argues thai intravenous feeding is not as satisfying to the
patient as normal eating and hence should not be administered to a
weakened patient unless medical1y required.

In an entirely different context Rabbi Feinstein,lggerot Moshe
Yoreh De'~h, II, no. 74, asserts that there is no obligation
whatsoever to utilize unnatural means (tachbulot) in order to avoid
violation of Shabbat restrictions. This argument is similar to that
advanced by Mo'adim u- Zemanim and would, mutatis mutandus,
presumably apply to the use of intravenous feeding on Yom
Kippur as well.


